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Transport your senses every day with unique, artistic 

furniture from Bath Silhouettes by Medallion.

Recreate the European countryside spa you fell in  

love with or that edgy, contemporary retreat; breathe  

in the fresh crisp autumn air or bathe in rich sunlight,  

all within the comforting walls of your own home.

Create a personal spa with elegant architectural  

touches on flexible, easy-to-use cabinetry that can  

be customized to your personal style and tastes.

BATH SILHOUETTES  
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Immerse yourself in the brilliance of grand 

design with the Portico collection. Begin your 

day basked in luxury with bathroom furniture 

that emulates exquisite villas, end it soaking 

the day’s work away as nobility. Experience 

magnificence with Portico.

PORTICO 
COLLECTION
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Middleton (Inset) maple Earl Grey Classic
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PORTICO 
COLLECTION
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A marble backdrop and bell-shaped pendants create an air of  

sophisticated elegance in this Portico designed bath. Contrasting  

materials, like wood-grain herringbone tile floor and patina mirror inserts, 

add a touch of refined character to the pristine furniture style cabinetry. 



PORTICO 
COLLECTION

MAKE IT YOURS

The Portico collection evokes a feeling of grandeur through its  

beautiful decorative design. Notice the elegant architecture of the  

toe valance and top molding—no detail has been overlooked.  

Our designers have paired a few door, finish, hardware and paint  

combinations to give you a taste of the possibilities with Portico.

Standard features include:

• Shaped valance profiled toe molding

• Profiled top molding

• Select inset and full overlay door styles

Devonshire Raised Panel maple 
Frappe Ebony Highlight

discover more at medallioncabinetry.com
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Madison Raised Panel
knotty alder Peppered Appaloosa

Amesbury (inset) cherry Eagle Rock  
Sable Glaze and Highlight

Venice Raised Panel
maple Divinity Classic
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Refresh your soul and revive your home  

with an open and airy design that brings the  

outdoors inside to create your own personal 

sanctuary. Relax, breathe and renew your  

spirit with Solaré.

SOLARÉ 
COLLECTION
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Exposed brick and natural stone sinks evoke a feeling of the  

outdoors in this nature-inspired Solaré bath. Lush, warm light  

washes over hand-brushed cabinetry and textures, while crisp  

white modern accents create a relaxing spa-like environment.



Loxley Reverse Raised oak Cobblestone

SOLARÉ
COLLECTION
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SOLAR´É 
COLLECTION

FVB_L2D2484B FVB_L3D2484BFVB_LC2464B

Bask in the bright and airy designs of the Solaré collection. Choose  

your personal details and bring the bath of your dreams to the comfort 

of your home. Examples here display some of the near-endless  

combinations of door style, wood species and finish ideas that will  

give your bathroom the custom look you desire.

Dana Pointe (inset) maple  
Seagrass Sheer

FVB_L1D2472B

Standard features include:
• Choice of turned, tapered or straight  
 leg styles 
• Choice of plain, slatted or no shelf
• Select inset and full-overlay door styles

discover more at medallioncabinetry.com

MAKE IT YOURS
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Chelsea (inset) maple Buckskin 
Appaloosa

Park Place Reverse Raised maple 
Amaretto

Providence Flat Panel maple  
Chai Latte Classic



Escape to a tropical paradise and shed your 

worries in the relaxed atmosphere of the  

Veranda collection. No matter where it is  

that you call home, experience the lush  

breeze of the tropics in the classic elegant  

designs of Veranda.

VERANDA 
COLLECTION
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Wellington Raised Panel maple Sea Salt Classic 
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Wellington Raised Panel maple Sea Salt Classic 

VERANDA 
COLLECTION
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Glass accent doors, floating shelves and a gorgeous floor to ceiling window  

create an airy getaway fit for a remote tropical island in this Veranda bath. The 

contrast of tasteful white cabinetry against rich, wood-grain porcelain flooring 

and a warm grey backdrop strikes a polished balance that says timeless retreat.



VERANDA
COLLECTION

FVC_L1D2472B FVC_L2D2484BFVC_LC2464B

Strike the balance between comfort and elegance with the Veranda  

collection. Create your own personal happy place by mixing and 

matching the beautiful variety of finishes, door styles and wood species. 

Be inspired by some of our designers’ favorite combinations of the  

Veranda collection shown here.

Calistoga Reverse Raised cherry 
Cappuccino Burnt Sienna Glaze  
and Highlight

FVC_L3D2484B

Standard features include:

• Profiled base toe molding

• Profiled top molding

• Select inset and full-overlay door styles

discover more at medallioncabinetry.com

MAKE IT YOURS
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Waldorf (inset) knotty alder Walnut

Bahamas maple Macchiato Classic

Stockton Flat Panel quartersawn 
oak Cottage White Dry Brush
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Experience the finer aspects of life with the  

Galleria collection from Medallion.  

Distinguished, artful design meets the  

everlasting prominence of classical architecture. 

Step into a refined slice of the past and indulge 

your senses in the exquisite beauty of Galleria.

GALLERIA 
COLLECTION
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Silver Appaloosa, accents of louvers and wood-grain plank wall tile come together in 

this glamorous design. The bureau style vanity evokes the look of a treasured heirloom 

while a neutral color palette is complemented by gold tones, warm lighting and  

contrasting cool white elements for a modern meets vintage Galleria inspired room.



 

Santa Cruz (inset) maple Silver Appaloosa and Bahamas (inset) maple Macchiato Classic

GALLERIA 
COLLECTION
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Standard features include:

• Bureau drawer designed vanities

• Profiled bottom molding and turned feet

• Profiled top molding

• Select inset door styles

GALLERIA 
COLLECTION

FVD_L1D2472B FVD_L2D2484B FVD_L3D2484BFVD_LC2464B

The Galleria collection breathes new life into classic antique style. 

The examples on this page are just a taste of the artful pairings  

you can create with this collection.

Venice (inset) cherry Peppercorn

discover more at medallioncabinetry.com

MAKE IT YOURS
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Providence (inset) maple Irish 
Créme Classic

Newcastle (inset) knotty alder 
Smoke

Oasis (inset) quartersawn oak 
Greystone



Soak yourself in European luxury and imagine 

the perfect spa retreat flanked by continental, 

urban architecture. Escape the mundane  

with the Mezza collection, combining  

unique, contemporary design with the luxury 

that you’d find at a premier European spa. 

Live the pampered life with Mezza.

MEZZA 
COLLECTION
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A brilliant floating vanity creates a stunning centerpiece in this distinctive  

bathroom from the Mezza collection. Slab styling and the textured wood look 

of Silver Moss on linear designed cabinetry combined with polished silver  

finishes illustrate the simplicity of great design in this contemporary suite.



 
 
 

Pike’s Peak (frameless) textured melamine Silver Moss 

MEZZA 
COLLECTION
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MEZZA 
COLLECTION

The Mezza collection, with floating vanities, clean lines and the  

inclusion of exciting contemporary styles and finishes offers the latest 

in European design. Each freestanding vanity features a French cleat  

hanging system for easy installation and carefree endurance. Create 

your own luxury spa with the endless combinations of finish options.

Gibson (frameless) acrylic  
Charcoal Gloss

Standard features include:

• Floating vanities in full-height door or  

 stacked drawer configurations

• French cleat hanging system

• Select frameless door styles in wood,   

 acrylic, thermofoil and specialty veneer 

discover more at medallioncabinetry.com

MAKE IT YOURS
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Loxley Flat Panel (frameless) oak 
Castle Rock Dry Brush

Sonoma Flat Panel (frameless)  
maple Cayenne Classic

Pike’s Peak (frameless) textured 
melamine Tobacco
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Retreat to your favorite outdoor destination 

while soaking in the warmth of your rustic 

tub. The Terrace collection provides an escape 

to a lakehouse, where time ticks slowly and 

the warmth and beauty of nature invades  

your senses.

TERRACE 
COLLECTION
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Oak cabinets in Smoke create a subtle rustic flair in this Terrace  

inspired bath. Brushed gold accents, shiplap walls, patterned tile  

flooring and a soothing color palette create the feeling of a  

comfortable cottage.



 

Briarwood Raised Panel oak Smoke Ebony Glaze and Highlight 

TERRACE 
COLLECTION
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Briarwood Beaded Panel oak 
Amaretto Ebony Glaze and Highlight

TERRACE 
COLLECTION

FVF18L1D2484B FVF18L2D2484B FVF18L3D2484BFVF18LC2464B

Transform your home’s bathroom into a cozy retreat with the  

Terrace collection. With a variety of finish options available, you  

can create a truly comforting getaway. See the pairings on this page  

for inspiration as you dream of possibilities.

Standard features include:

• Arched flush toe valance

• Half overlay door styles

discover more at medallioncabinetry.com

MAKE IT YOURS
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Briarwood Flat Panel 
oak Islander Dry Brush

Napa Valley Flat Panel maple 
Espresso

Napa Valley Raised Panel maple 
Divinity Burnt Sienna Highlight



© 2017 Elkay Manufacturing Company

One Medallion Way
Waconia, MN 55387

www.medallioncabinetry.com

AMERICAN PRIDE. A LIFETIME TRADITION.

Like your family, the Elkay family has values and 

traditions that endure. For almost a century,  

Elkay has been an American, family-owned and 

operated company, providing thousands of jobs 

that support our families and communities.

Medallion manufactured by

LIT-VANCATALOG 0417 40m 

Printing Limitations
Product photography and illustrations have been  
reproduced as accurately as print and web technologies 
permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we suggest you  
view an actual sample from your nearest Medallion dealer  
for best color, wood grain and finish representation. 

Product Availability
Styles and product availability may vary slightly from 
those shown in this guide due to material availability  
and/or improvements to our designs. Specifications  

are subject to change without notice. 




